
CNI fellows collaborated with various on- and off-
campus organizations to share our message while 
aligning our mission with others’. Special effort was 
devoted to making sure the projects were universal 
and fostered partnership between fellows instead of 
focusing on individual projects.

Organizations:
• Graduate Student Association
• Net Impact
• Students for One Health
• FARM (Food Animal Reproduction and Medicine 

Club)
• Energy Graduate Group
• Undergraduate Research Conference
• UCD Coffee House (CoHo)

One Health Symposium
This Symposium is an annual meeting held in 

collaboration between the Veterinary and Human 
Medical Schools at UC Davis. CNI Fellows joined the 
One Health Symposium Planning Committee to 
increase the relevance of the Symposium to 
students inside, and especially outside, the health 
fields. 

UC Davis Solar Farm Tour
CNI Fellows collaborated with the Net Impact 

club from the Graduate School of Management to 
organize a tour of the UC Davis Solar Power Plant.

CNI fellows reached diverse student populations by 
tabling, lecturing, researching, and creating spaces for 
open conversation about our campus’s efforts to tackle 
climate change.

Farmer’s Market
Every Wednesday in Fall and Spring, CNI fellows 

advertised current projects and aided the Sustainability 
Office’s Aggie Green Pledge campaign

Undergraduate Multidisciplinary Sustainability 
Research Symposium

CNI fellows organized a research symposium 
focused on sustainability in front of the Memorial 
Union and offered judging and prizes to the best 
presentations

Coffee Bagel Donut Days
CNI fellows tabled at the popular Graduate 

Student Association-sponsored Coffee Bagel Donut 
days on the Davis and Sacramento campuses to target 
graduate students

To encourage visual learning, CNI Fellows 
implemented posters and graphs into their outreach 
campaign.

Art-Science Fusion
Created a display that represented a metric tonne 

of CO2 and challenged students to fill it with bubbles 
at an event on the UCD Quad

UC Davis CNI Reference Materials
Developed and distributed flyers, business cards, 

quick reference sheets, and coffee sleeves  that 
compile sustainability related resources on campus

The UC Davis Carbon Neutrality 
Initiative Student Engagement Fellows 
communicated climate change science 
and University of California Office of 
the President goals to undergraduate, 
graduate, and professional students 
through partnerships, graphic 
engagement, in-person engagement, 
and academic enrichment.

Academic Enrichment
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In-Person Engagement

CNI fellows encouraged undergraduate and 
graduate students to pursue learning about climate 
change science and its impacts on their fields of 
study. 

Climate Science and Policy Graduate Academic 
Certificate

CNI fellows worked with faculty to develop a 
proposal for a new graduate minor equivalent in 
Climate Science and Policy and gauged student 
interest
Graduate and Professional School Seminars

CNI fellows collaborated with Students for One 
Health, FARM, and the Energy Graduate Group to 
present seminars related to the CNI and its 
importance to the respective fields.
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